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Computer Guidance Welcomes Robert Shantz as Director of Infrastructure and Cloud Services
Industry Expertise for Continued Expansion and Growth in Cloud Technologies and Technical Services
Scottsdale, Arizona – January 12, 2016 – Computer Guidance Corporation, the leading developer of ERP solutions for
the construction industry, is pleased to announce that Robert Shantz has assumed the newly‐created position of
Director of Infrastructure and Cloud Services for Computer Guidance.
Prior to Computer Guidance, Shantz served as the leader of global information technology and infrastructure for
Kaydon Corporation, headquartered in Michigan, overseeing the execution and management of all technology and IT
related activities for 23 locations in 12 countries. Shantz’ role at Computer Guidance is to secure the organization’s #1
position in cloud‐based construction ERP deployment and technology solutions by bringing additional expertise to the
organization’s cloud technologies, IT infrastructure and managed services. Shantz will drive Computer Guidance’s cloud
strategy, bringing best practices and insights in this dynamic role and working closely with the company’s data centers,
service providers, IT auditors and technology partners.
“These are exciting times in the IT world, and CGC’s Cloud Infrastructure and Services are perfectly positioned to help
clients improve the return on their IT investments while supporting their business strategies,” stated Robert Shantz,
Director of Infrastructure and Cloud Services of Computer Guidance. “CGC is supported by state‐of‐the‐art IT
infrastructure and chief cloud partnerships that allow our customers the flexibility to meet their business and
regulatory requirements while supporting their desires to grow vertically or globally.”
“Our cloud deployments and demand for our managed services offerings are growing at a significant rate,” stated Mike
Bihlmeier, President, Computer Guidance Corporation. “As we continue to grow, Mr. Shantz will ensure our data
centers, cloud infrastructure, data security and system availability exceed expectations. I am very pleased to bring on
an individual of his caliber.”
About Computer Guidance Corporation
With over 20% of their client‐base represented on top ENR lists, Computer Guidance Corporation has long delivered
the leading construction‐specific enterprise resource planning solution including financial and project management
applications, #1 business intelligence, mobile technologies and enterprise content management. Scalable, custom
configurable and available both cloud hosted and on‐premise, eCMS serves the needs of thousands throughout North
America and has been named as the ERP solution of choice by the AGC. Computer Guidance Corporation is part of JDM
Technology Group, a global construction‐specific software conglomerate that serves more than 45,000 users in 40
countries and 6 continents. For more information, visit www.computerguidance.com or call 888.361.4551.

